Search for answers to the questions along the way, then bring the completed answers to the concierge across from the University Bookstore in the nation’s largest Student Union to claim your prize.

Geocaching available at www.geocaching.com
Where’s Pete? Discovery Trail Geocache (GC5RFBS)

EXPLORE OSU AND WIN A PRIZE
Discover the beauty and history of OSU, America's Healthiest Campus! Find 15 Pistol Petes hidden along a 2.15 mile trail. Search for answers to the questions along the way, then bring your completed sheet to the concierge desk across from the University Bookstore in the nation's largest Student Union to claim your prize!

1. Start at the formal gardens on the east side of the Conoco-Phillips Alumni Center. Who are the formal gardens in appreciation of? Pete is there.
   - [ ]

2. Walk to the north end of the Seretean Performing Arts Center. There is an egg-shaped concrete bench called “The Spoon” where courting couples could meet (under the watchful eye of the house mother across the street in Bartlett Hall, which used to be a women’s dormitory). What class (year) had the bench built? Pete is near the entrance to the bench.
   - [ ]

3. Across the street is a building with very large stairs in front. This is Morrill Hall. On the ground west of the stairs is a benchmark. Benchmarks are placed around the United States with a high degree of accuracy to mark altitudes, latitudes and longitudes. What year was this benchmark placed? Pete is nearby.
   - [ ]

4. Walk west from Morrill Hall to cross Hester Street. After crossing the street, walk north. Soon you will see the east end of the Legacy Walk, which runs in front of the Edmon Low Library. It is part of the walking trails on campus. In front of the benches and columns near the street, you will see some embedded medallions. What do the medallions say? Pete is resting near a bench. Pete is nearby.
   - [ ]

5. Follow the sidewalk north to Athletic Avenue, then turn east and you will see the Architecture Building on the north side of the street. How many big boulders are in the two rock gardens in front of the building? Pete is resting in the pavers between the two rock gardens.
   - [ ]

6. Continue walking northeast toward Gallagher-iba Arena, which is at the east end of Boone Pickens Stadium. On the east side of Gallagher-iba Arena is a plaza with dedicated pavers (including Pete), as well as a line of cypress trees for the men who died in the plane crash in January 2001. How many cypress trees are planted between Gallagher-iba Arena and the practice field?
   - [ ]

7. Turn around and walk west across campus. This is the longest leg of your journey. Return to the intersection of Athletic Ave and Hester Street and walk west, which will take you behind the Edmon Low Library. Past the library, almost to Monroe Street, is the Henry Bellmon Research Center. A sundial is mounted near the top of the building. Read the plaque to learn how to tell time using the sundial, and then write down the year the sundial was placed on the building. At your feet is Pete!
   - [ ]

8. Across Monroe Street is Agriculture Hall (“Ag Hall”). Pete is hiding behind the back wall of the plaza in front of Ag Hall. At the top of the stairs is the plaque dedicating Ag Hall. Who was the governor when Ag Hall was built?
   - [ ]

9. The big building south of Ag Hall is Human Sciences. Behind Human Sciences, connected by a tube, is Human Sciences West. Look for the “tube” that connects the two buildings. Pete is hiding nearby. Which of the two buildings houses the Child Development Lab (look for the playground)?
   - [ ]

10. Continue south along Monroe Street, past the Public Information building and North Murray. The next building is Murray Hall. You will find Pete in the sidewalk in front of Murray Hall. What does the big block in the sidewalk next to Pete say?
    - [ ]

11. Across Monroe Street is Theta Pond, which was originally where the OSU workhorses drank their water. Running alongside Theta Pond, at a diagonal from the intersection of Monroe and University streets, is “Greek Walk,” where plaques representing each OSU sorority and fraternity are placed. At the beginning of Greek Walk is Pete. Next to him is a big walking trail medallion. What is pictured in the middle of the medallion?
    - [ ]

12. North of Theta Pond is Willard Hall. Because of its picturesque setting, many people get married on the back patio of Willard Hall. Pete is near the stairs going up to the patio. How many lamps are on the columns around the edges of the patio (upper level only)?
    - [ ]

13. East of Willard Hall are the formal gardens of the Student Union. Pete is near the steps on the west side of the gardens. When will the time capsule in the very middle of the gardens be opened?
    - [ ]

14. North of the formal gardens is the Library Lawn. Many events occur here, and it is a popular place for students to relax between classes. The Library Lawn and the Beverly Clerico Plaza are divided by a low brick wall. Pete is hiding at the Southeast corner of the low brick wall. Approximately 47 feet to the north of where Pete is hiding, you will find a plaque honoring Beverly Clerico. What year did Beverly Clerico finish her business degree?
    - [ ]

15. Almost done! The Classroom building is on the east side of the Library Lawn. Next to the building is a big stone commemorating the honor band fraternity and sorority. What year was Tau Beta Sigma founded? Pete is near the answer.
    - [ ]

YOU HAVE FINISHED!
You have walked a little over 2 miles! Congratulations! To get your prize, take your completed treasure map to the concierge desk inside the Student Union (across from the bookstore entrance).